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§ O. Introduction 

In [1] and [2], A. N. Andrianov has studied the relation of the L
function associated to a Siegel modular form of genus two and its Fourier 
coefficients, and using this relation he has proved the meromorphic 
continuation and the functional equation of the L-function. Let F be a 
Siegel cusp form of genus two of weight k. It has the Fourier expansion: 

(0.1) F(Z)= L: a(T)e[Tr(TZ)], 
T='T>O 

where Z is in the Siegel upper half plane of degree two and T runs 
through all semi-integral symmetric positive definite matrices. We assume 
that F is a simultaneous eigen function of all the Hecke operators Tim): 

(0.2) 

Andrianov proved that, in some right half plane, the Dirichlet series 

(0.3) 

has the Euler product expansion 

Here d is the discriminant of an imaginary quadratic field K= Q( ";d), 
H(d) denotes the set of equivalence classes under SLz(Z) of semi-integral 
symmetric primitive positive definite matrices with determinant -d/4. 
It forms an abelian group and is identified with the ideal class group of 
K; X is a character of H(d), which is regarded as an ideal class character 
of K, and Lx(s, X) denotes the L-function with character X. LF(S) is 
defined by 
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~ 

LF(S)=C(2s-2k+4) ~ AF(m)m-', 
m=l 

The main purpose of this paper is to give a generalization of the 
theorem above by Andrianov in SO(2, q) case (Theorem I), Note that 
Sp(2, R) is isogenous to SO(2, 3). Let q (~3) be an integer and 

be a non-degenerate rational symmetric matrix with 2 positive and q 
negative eigenvalues. Let G [resp. G*] be the special orthogonal group 
of Q [resp. Q]. For each prime p, put 

K p=GpnSLq + 2(Zp) and Kf = n Kp. 
p 

In Section I we define the space @!;iKf ), which consist of holomorphic 
cusp forms on GA of weight k with respect to K f • Each element Fin 
@!;k(Kf ) has the Fourier expansion (cf. (1.11»: 

where gf e GA,f' L(gf) is a lattice in Qq, and!?) is a complex domain 
defined in (1.2). We assume that F is a simultaneous eigen function of 
the Hecke algebra .?It'p determined by the pair (Gp, Kp) for almost all p. 
We fix a gf e GlI and a ~ e L(gf) such that .v=t~ e~. We ·define a 
subgroup H(~) of G* by 

Then H(~)~, the group of R-rational points, is isomorphic to SO(q-I). 
For each prime p, put 

M(gf; ~)p=H(~)pngfKfg;l and M(gf; ~)f= n M(gf; ~)p. 

Denote by "f/'(gf;~) the space of functions on H(~)A' which are left H(~)Q 
invariant and right H(~)~M(gf; ~)f invariant. Let {u1, "', u,,} be a 
complete system of representatives of H(eMH<e)A/H(e)~M(gf; ~)f' such 
that ui , ... = 1 (i= 1, .. " h). Take anfin "f/'(gf;~) and assume thatf is a 
simultaneous eigen function of the Heeke algebra .?It'~ determined by the 
pait (H(e)p, M(gf; ~)p)fol' almost all p. Then the Dirichlet series 
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(0.5) 

has the Euler product expansion 

(0.6) {p(~)-l tt a(uigj ; ~) ~~~~ } L?(F; s)L?(J; s+ 1/2)-1 

{
I if q is odd, 

X C?(2s)-1 if q is even. 

Here e(~)i = #{H(~)Q n M(u;gj; ~)j} (l :::;;i :::;;h), p(';) = 1:~=1 e(';)iI, !!J is a 
sufficient large finite set of primes, LAF; s) [resp. L?(J: s)] is the L
function of F [resp. n, which is defined in 4-1, and C?(s) denotes the 
Riemann zeta function neglecting p-factors for p belonging to !!J. 

In Section 2 we recall some basic facts on the Hecke algebras 
following [5], and prepare two lemmata (Lemma 2 and Lemma 4). The 
proof of Theorem 1 is reduced to local argument and is similar to [6], in 
which the case q=3 is treated in detail. After we calculate local factors 
in Section 3, our main result will be stated and proved in Section 4. In 
Section 5 we study some related problems. The case which has interest 
for us is that j satisfies the condition 1: a(uigj ; ';)(f(ui)/e(~)i) ~O. It 
seems that in general a constant function on H(~)A does not have this 
property. Indeed, Proposition 3 asserts that if j= 1, P ~!!J and np;;;: 2 
(np is the Qp-rank of G;), then some relations, not depending to F, hold 
between the eigenvalues of the Hecke algebra £> p' Finally, in a quite 
special situation, we give an integral representation of the Dirichlet series 
(0.5) of Rankin-Selberg type (Theorem 2). 

The author wishes to express his deepest gratitude to Professors 
Hideo Shimizu, Shin-ichiro Ihara, and Takayuki Oda for their valuable 
advice and warm encouragement. He also thanks very much to the 
referee, who checked so carefully the original manuscript and corrected 
the errors contained in it. 

Notations. We denote by Z, Q, R, and C, respectively, the ring of 
integers, the rational number field, the real number field, and the complex 
number field. For an associative ring R with identity element, RX denotes 
the group of all invertible elements. For any set S, Mm,n(S) denotes the 
set of mXn matrices with entries in S. Put Mn,n(S)=Mn(S). If R is a 
ring with unit element, Mn(R) forms a ring and we denote by 110 the unity 
of Mn(R). Put GLn(R) = Mn(RY· If R is commutative, we denote by 
SLn(R) the special linear group of degree n. If Q e Mn(R) is a symmetric 
matrix, for X, Ye Mn,lR) we put Q(X, y)=tXQY and Q[X] = Q(X, X). 
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For each place v of Q, we denote by Qv the v-completion of Q, and by 
Ixl. the module of x for an x e Q;;. Q4 [resp. Q:1] means the adele ring 
of Q [resp. the idele group of Q] and for x=(xv) e Q:1 put IxlA = IT v Ixl •. 
For an algebraic group G defined over Q and a field K containing Q, we 
denote by GK the group of K-rational points of G. We abbreviate Ga. to 
G". We denote by GA, Goo, and GA,!, the adelized group of G, the infinite 
part of GA , and the finite part of GA , respectively. Each prime p is identi
fied with the corresponding finite place. When L is a Z module, we put 
Lp=L0z Z p. For z e C, we put e[z]=exp(2rrr-t"z). The cardinality 
of a finite set S is denoted by ~ S or lSI. 

§ 1. Hoiomorphic cusp forms on SO(2, q) 

1-1. Let q~ 3 and Q be a non-degenerate rational symmetric matrix 
with 1 positive and q-l negative eigenvalues. Put L=Zq (column 
vectors) and V=L0z Q=Qq. We set 

(1.1) 

Then it has 2 positive and q negative eigenvalues. We denote by G* 
[resp. G] the special orthogonal group of Q [resp. Q] defined over Q: 
accordingly, the set of Q-rational points is 

G~={g e SLq(QWgQg=Q}, 

[resp. Ga={g E SLq+2(QWgQg=Q}]. 

We regard G* as a subgroup of G through the embedding g>--+C g 1)' 
We denote by £0 one of the connected components of 

(1.2) {.?Z e V@ClQ[lm.?Z]>O}, 
a 

where Im.?Z means the imaginary part of.?Z. This domain is isomorphic 
to the irreducible bounded symmetric domain of type IV q' Let G:!, denote 
the identity component of Goo. We define an action g(.?Z> of G:!, on £0 
and a scalar valued automorphy factor J(g, .?Z) on G:!, X £0 by 

(1.3) (
-tQ[.?Z]) (-tQ[g<.?Z)]) 

g ~ = g<~> J(g,.?Z) (g E G:!" .?Z e £0). 
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In this manner G~ acts on f0 transitively. We fix an element !?l'o in g; 
such that the real part of !?l'o is 0, and denote by K~ the stabilizer sub
group of !?l'o in G~. Then f0 is isomorphic to G?,/K~. 

For each prime p, put 

(1.4) 

and we abbreviate n p<= Kp to K j . 
Let k be a positive integer. We say that a function F on GA is a 

holomorphic cusp form of weight k and with respect to K j if F satisfies. 
the following three conditions: 

(i) F(rgu)=F(g) for vr E GQ, Vu E K j , 

(ii) For any g=g~gj (g~ E G~, gj E GA,j)' 

(1.5) F(g~gj)J(g=, !?l'O)k depends only on gj and !?l'=g=<!?l'o>, 

and it is holomorphic on f0 as a function of !?l', 

(iii) F is bounded on GA. 

We denote by I:!)k(Kj) the space of such functions. We introduce a 
positive definite hermitian inner product (the Petersson inner product), 
<, > by 

(1.6) 

where Fl> F2 E l:!)iKj) and dg is a fixed right GA-invariant measure on 
GQ\GA. Equipped with this inner product, l:!)iKj) forms a finite dimen
sional Hilbert space. 

For each FE I:!)k(Kj ) and gj EGA,!, we put 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

which is a discrete subgroup of G~, then F(g j; !?l') satisfies 

For each X E V, we define an element r x of G by 

(1.10) 
-tQ[X]) 

X . 

1 
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Since the holomorphic function F(g,; f.t) is invariant under ,;z'/-+,;z'+X, 
where X is in the lattice L(g,)={X e valr x e reg,)}, it has the following 
Fourier expansion. 

(1.11) F(g,; ,;z')= L: a(g,; 7j)e[Q(7j, ,;z')], 
~et(ff!) 
-'=i~eg 

where L(g,)={X e Val Q(X, Y) e Z for all Ye L(g,)} is the dual lattice of 
L(g,), and the right hand side of (1.11) converges absolutely and uniformly 
on any compact subset of !$. 

Let us introduce adelic Fourier coefficients of F. Let X = IT v Xv be 
the character of QA. such that XIQ= I and X~(x)=e[x] for all x e R. For 
each ~ e Va' put 

(1.12) (g e GA.)' 

where dX is the normalized Haar measure of Va\ VA.. We can easily check 
that for each g~ e G~ and g, e GA.", 

(1.13) Flg~g,; ~)=a(g,; ~)J(g~, ,;z'o)-ke[Q(~, g~<,;z'o»], 

where we understand a(g,; ~)=O if ~ ~ L(g,) or J=T~ ~!$. The next 
properties follow easily from the above definition: 

Fz(r xgu; ~)=X(Q(~, X»Flg; ~) for "'x eVA., "'u e K" 

(1.14) Fz(r~ fi a_)g;~)=FI(g;fi-l~a) for"'aeQx,"'fieG~ 
F(r xg)= L: Flg; ~)X(Q(~, X) 

,eva 

1-2. Fix a ~ in Va such that J=T~ e!$, and put V(I)=Q~, V(2)= 
{Xe VIQ(~,x)=O}. We write Q(I)=QIV(I) (i=I,2). Since Q[~] is 
positive and Q has only one positive eigenvalue, we see that Q(2) is 
negative definite. Let us define an algebraic subgroup H(~) of G* by 

(1.15) 

It is nothing but the special orthogonal group of Q(2). For an element 
g, e GA." and a prime p, we put 

(1.16) 

and we abbreviate ITpM(g,; ~)p to M(g,; ~),. We denote by r(g,;~) 
the space of C-valued functions on H(~)A. satisfying 
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In this space, the Petersson inner product is defined by 

(1.18) 

where dh is the right H(~)A invariant measure on H(~)a\H(~)A with the 
total volume 1. Since IH(~MH(~)A/H(~)ooM(gf; ~)f I is finite, i/"(gf;~) 
forms a finite dimensional Hilbert space. 

Whenfis a left H(~)a-invariant function on HWA, we put 

(1.19) CP~,eCg)=J Flug; ~)f(u)du (g EGA)' 
H(Oa\H(OA 

Lemma 1. Let F be a non-zero element of6iKf ). Then there exist 
gf E Gl,f and ~ E Va such that Flgf ; ~)=,\=O. Furthermore there exists an 
fin i/"(gf;~) such that CP~,«gf)~O. 

Proof. First we note that 

(1.20) 

Indeed, for any prime p, G p is generated by G;, 

Hence, (1.20) is an easy consequence of the approximation theorem of 
valuations. From this, we can take a gf E Gl,f and goo E G~ such that 
F(googf)~O. Take a ~ in Va such that FX(googf; ~)~O. Then from the 
property (1.13), we have FX(gf; ~)~O. Now we define a function}; on 
H(~)A by 

(1.21) 

From (1.13) and (1.14),}; belongs toi/"(g f; ~). Therefore there exists an 
fin i/"(gf;~) such that <};,f>HW~O and the function cP~,< has the 
required property. Q.E.D. 

§ 2. Heeke algebra 

2-1. In this subsection we recall the definitions and soine properties 
of Hecke albebras following Satake [5]. Let p be a prime number, L a 
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lattice in Q: (column vectors), and S a non-degenerate symmetric matrix 
of degree N with coefficients in Qp. We say that L is Zp-integral with 
respect to S if S[xlj2 E Zp for all x E L. We denote by SO(S) the special 
orthogonal group and put 

(2.1) SO(S; L)={g E SO(S)JgL=L}. 

Denote by :£'(S; L) the Hecke algebra of the pair (SO(S), SO(S; L»; 
namely, :£'(S; L) is the set of bi-SO(S; L)-invariant functions on SO(S) 
with compact support, and it forms a C-algebra by the convolution 
product 

(2.2) 

where dh is the Haar measure of SO(S) normalized by the condition that 
the volume of SO(S; L) is 1. If L is a maximal Zp-integral lattice with 
respect to S, then SO(S; L) is a maximal compact subgroup of SO(S), 
and the Hecke algebra :£'(S; L) is commutative (cf. Satake [5]). 

Let So be an anisotropic symmetric matrix of size no over Qp, and 
. assume that Z;o is a maximal Zp-integral lattice with respect to So. From 
the well known property of quadratic forms over local fields, we have 
O~no~4. For a non-negative integer n, we put 

S = ( S In) L - Z2n+no and V = Q2n+no 
nO' n- P' n P , 

I n 

(2.3) 

where In=C ... 1) (sizen). Then Ln is a maximalZp-integrallattice 

with respect to Sn. Put Gn = SO(Sn), Kn = SO(Sn; Ln) and :£'n= 
:£'(Sn; Ln). Note that if L is a maximal Zp-integrallattice with respect to 
S, then SO(S; L) is isomorphic to Kn for a suitable choice of So and n. 
For an n-tuple of integers r= (rl> ... , r n), we set 

(2.4) 1rr=diag(pT', .. . ,pTn, 1, ... , 1,p-Tn, .. . ,p-T') E Gn. 
~ 

no 

Put 

Then the following Iwasawa and Cartan decomposition hold. 



(2.6) 

(2.7) 

where 
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Gn= U N n11:rKn= U 11:rN nKn' 
rEzn rEzn 

Gn= U Kn11:rKn (disjoint), 
rEA 

We often identify the Hecke algebra .2 n with the set of finite C
linear combinations of double Kn cosets. In [5], I. Satake gives an 
explicit isomorphism between .2 n and an affine algebra. We recall it 
here. Let XI> .. " Xn be algebraically independent variables over C and 
C[Xf, ... ,X;!'] be an affine algebra generated by Xl> XII, .. " Xno X;;-l. 
Let @5n denote the group of all permutations of the variables XI> .. " Xn 
and w(;) (l~i~n) denotes the transformation; Xi~XiI, Xj~Xj (i~j). 
For each g E Gno the double coset KngKn can be decomposed into right 
Kn co sets in the form 

(2.8) 

where 'i=(r;,1> "', ri,n) E zn, ni E N n and lis a finite index set. The set 
{riJi E I} is uniquely determined by KngKn. Put 

(2.9) 

and extend it to a C-linear mapping from.2n to C[Xf, "', X;!']. Then 
it gives an algebra isomorphism 

(2.10) 

where Wn denotes the group of automorphisms of the algebra C[Xf, .. " 
X;!'] generated by @5n and W(i) (l ~i ~n) [resp. @5n and W(i)W U) (1 ~i,j~n)] 
if no~ 1 [resp. no=O], and C[Xf, .. " X;!']Wn denotes the subalgebra of all 
Wn invariants. 

Now we set 

(2.11) 

For each r (O~r~n), we put 

(2.12) 
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where rankzp!pzp(pg) means the 'rank ofpg in M2n+no(ZpfpZp)' Then we 
have 

(2.13) Tn(1)= U c~r) (disjoint), 
O .. r .. n 

and from the Cartan decomposition (2.7), 

{
K c(r)K 

c(r)- n n n 

n - K c(r)K UK c(r)'K 
nn n nn n 

(2.14) 
if no~O or r~n, 

if no=O and r=n, 

where C~)=7t'(l, ... ,l,O, .•• ,O) (in the upper suffix, 1 appears r times) and 
c~n)' =7t'(1, ... ,1,-1). 

2-2. In this subsection we decompose C~~l into right Kn+l cosets 
inductively. For r (1 ~r ~n), ~) [resp. R;,n)'] denotes a complete set of 
representatives of Knf(c~r) Knc~r)-l n Kn) [resp. Kn/(c~n)' Knc~n)'-l n Kn)] 

Lemma 2. When no~ 1 or O~r~n-l, 

C(r-2) )r K e nix. n+l 

(2.15) 

(disjoint). 

Here, for X e Vno we have put 

(2.16) 

and Xl> ... , X4 runs through the following set, respectively. 

V /L 1 p , 2,· 2 P I x e p-2zr-l X y e p_ 1zn_r+l} 
e n n • 

Z ep-1Lo, 

{ [~~l Ix ep-1zr-2 x y ep-1zn-r+2 IS [X] ep-1Z} X - VfL 1 p,2,2 P ,Yn p 
2- zen n 

Z e p-1L and x or y it zn-r+2 Y2 0' 2 2 'jO P 

o 
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We understand that R';;l=p ijr<O or r>n. When no=O and r=n, n+l, 
the identity (2.15) holds with an addition of the following Kn+l cosets to the 
right hand side: 

ijr=n, 

ijr=n+l, 

where X~, X~ runs through the following set, respectively; 

{x:~m e V.fL.lx, ep-'Z;-', y, eP-'z+ 

{x;~m e V.fL.lx, ep-'Z;-', y, ep-,z+ 

Proof We assume that no~ 1. From the definition of Tn +1(1) and 
the Iwasawa decomposition (2.6), we have 

Tn +1(1)= U U' U (pa ec~il )r XKn+b 

-~~f~~ .eR~') X p-a 

where X runs through 

X e Vnl Ln n '" n n . { [
cCilXep_1L p"S Xep-1L} 

!pasn[x] e p-1Zp , 

For each b = (pa ec~il ) r x. rankz plpZ /pb) is calculated easily (note 
p-a 
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that if So[z] E 2pZp then Soz E Lo), and our assertion follows. The case 
no=O can be treated similarly. Q.E.D. 

Put 

(2.17) 

Then L~/Lo is a vector space over Zp/pZp- We denote by a=a(So) its 
dimension (O~a~no). From Lemma 2 and the definitions of the Satake 
isomorphism Wn «2.9)), we have 

Lemma 3. 

W (c(r) )_pn+no/2(X +X-l)W (c(r-l») 
n+l n+l - n+l n+l n n 

+ pr-l(pa -1)Wr.(c~r-l»)+ prWn(c~r») 

+ pr-2(pn-r+2_1)(pn-r+l+no+ pa)Wn(ci;-2»). 

Especially, since #{c~r)/Kn} is given by the value Wn(ci;») for Xi= 
pno/2H-l (1 ~ i ~n), we can prove 

(2.18) 

by using this lemma and induction on n. This formula will be used in 
Section 5. 

2-3. Let T be an indeterminate. Since each coefficient of 

(2.19) fr (1- Xj T)(I- Xj 1T) 
j=1 

is invariant under Wn , there uniquely exists a polynomial 

such that 

From the reciprocity of (2.19), we have 

In this subsection we determine an(k) inductively. 
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Lemma 4. 

(i) an(k) is written in the form 

(ii) 

an(k)= L: an,ir)ci:) with an,ir) e C. 
O"r"" 

an+1,k(r)=p-(n+no/2)an,k_l(r-1) if r';;:; 1, 

pa_1 
=an,k(0)+an,k_2(0)~ pn+no/2 an,k_l(O) 

(pn_1)(pn-l+no+pa) 
n+no/2 an,k_l(l) p 

345 

ifr=O. 

(iii) When 0 ~ k ~ 2n + 2 and 1 ~ r ~n, the following relations hold. 
r( a 1) pr 

p p - a (r)+--a (r-l) 
n+no/2 n,k-l n+no/2 n,k-l p p 

pr(pn-r _l)(pn-r-l+no+pa) 
+ an k-l(r+ 1). pn+no/2 ' 

Here we understand that an,k,(r')=O unless 0~k/~2n or unless O~r/~n. 

Proof If n=O, (i) is trivial. We shall prove our assertions by 
induction on n. Assume that (i) holds for n. Since 

we have 

fPn +1(an+1(k»=fPn(an(k» + (Xn+ 1 +X;;;JfPn(an(k-1» +fPn(a .. (k- 2» 

(0~k~2n+2). 

From Lemma 3, 

(2.21) 
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Since the left hand side of (2.21) belongs to C[Xf, ••• , X;!'+I]Sn+l and the 
right hand side belongs to C[Xf, .•. , X;!,]S", it must be a constant. 
From the fact that 1 and ci[) (1 ~r~n) are linearly independent over C, 
the coefficient of t/)n(ci[» must be 0 (1 ~r~n), so (iii) is proved. As t/)"'+1 
is an isomorphism, (i) holds for n+ 1 and (ii) is also proved. Q.E.D. 

Let us define the local L-factor. As in Section 1, let L be a maximal 
Zp-integrallattice in Q: with respect to S. Denote by n the Witt index 
of S and put no = N - 2n. If we take a suitable So, then S is represented 
in the form (2.3) and .fe(S; L) is isomorphic to .fen. We put a=a(S; L) 
= a (So) (a(so) is defined after (2.17». Through this isomorphism, we 
define a polynomial PsCT) in .fe(S; L) [T] (see (2.20». When q is a 
homomorphism from .fe(S; L) to C, we obtain a polynomial PsCT; q) in 
C[T] replacing each coefficient of Ps[T] by its q-image. For 8 e C, we 
put 

if no=O or 1, 

P S(p-8; 00)-1(1-p-s+l-no/2)-I(1 +p-s+l+8-nof2)-1 

(2.22) LiS; a; 8)= ifno=2 or 3, 

P s(r8; 00)-1(1-r 8)-I(1-r 8 -1)-1(1 +rs+1)-1 

x(1+rs+2)-1 ifno=4. 

Thus LiS; a; 8)-1 is of degree N [resp. N-l] as a polynomial inr' if N 
is even [resp. odd]. 

§ 3. Euler factor 

3-1. In this section we use the same notations as in Section 2. We 
denote by in the dual lattice of L" with respect to Sn; so in = S;;IL.,.. 
Let ~ be a primitive element of in and fix it throughout this section. We 
denote by N(~) an element of Zp such that N(~)~ is a primitive element 
of Ln. We assume that N(e)S,,[~] is a unit of Zp. Note that N(~) e 2Zp. 
Put 

(3.1) 

and 

(3.2) 
W;+I,.={SO: H(~)nKn\Gn+lIKn+l~CI 

SO(r xg)=X(Sn(~' X»SO(g) for all X e V.,.}, 

\Yhere X=X p is a character of Qp whose conductor is Zp. The Hecke 
algebra .fe,,+1 acts on W;+I,. by the right convolution; 
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Furthermore, when we denote by 2' the Hecke algebra determined by 
the pair (H(~), H(~) n K n), 2' acts on W,{+l,e by the left convolution; 

In Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, we shall calculate the formal power 
series 

(3.5) 

when rp is a left 2' and right 2 n+ I eigen function. 
For b E Gn, we denote by mb the minimal integer such that pmbb-l~ E 

in. We can easily check that 

(3.6) mb?;::O. 

Lemma 5. 

where supp rp means the support of rp. 

Proof Take any element g in Gn+ 1 such that rp(g)~O. From the 
Iwasawa decomposition (2.6) and the definition of W~+1,e, we may assume 
that 

(3.7) 

where a E Z and b E Gn. Since for X E Ln, rp(gr x)=rp(g), pa-mbSn(pmbb-I~, 
X) must be an integer. From the choice of mb, we have a?;:: mb and our 
assertion is verified. Q.E.D. 

Let us describe the action of some elements of 2n+1 on W~+l,e' 
For IE Z and r (O~r~n), put 
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if no =\=0 or r=\=n, 

(3.8) 

if no=O and r=n. 

Note that if I is negative q;(r, 1)=0. 

Lemma 6. For I ~ 0 and r (0 ~ r ~ n + 1), the following identity holds. 

(q;*C~11)( (PZ 1 rz)) =p2n+noq;(r_I, 1+ I)+prq;(r, I)+q;(r-I, 1-1) 

+ 
{

pr_2(pn_r+2_I)(pn_r+l+no+pa)q;(r_2, l)+pr-I(pa-I)q;(r-I, I) 

if I~ 1, 

q;'(r-2, 0)_pr-V'(r-2, O)+pr-Iq;"(r-I, O)_pr-Iq;(r-I, 0) 

ifl=O. 

Here we have put 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

q;'(r,O)= L: 
tERia'n) 
XEp-1L"/L,, 
c$.1') XEp-1L.,. 
is,,[X]EP- 1Z p 

q;"(r,O)= L: 
eEBjt) 
ZEP-1Lo/Lo 
iSO['~EP-1Zp 

x=(V 

X(Sn(~' ec~r)X)q;( (1 ec~r) 1))' 
(O~r ~n-I) 

X(Sn(~' ec~r)X)q;C ec~r) 1) 

if no =\=0 or r=\=n, 

and q;"(n, 0) = q;(n, 0) ifno=O and r=n. 

This lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 2. In the right hand 
side of (3.9) and (3.10), every element e of R!;) which contributes the sum, 
must satisfy c~r)-le-l~ e in (cf. Lemma 5). 

3-2. In this subsection we assume that q; is an eigen function of 
2,,+1. We denote by (J'P the homomorphism of 2n+1 to C determined 
by q;: 

(3.11) 
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We put 

(3.12) 

and 

(3.13) 

where F~(T) is the formal power series defined in (3.5). 

Proposition 1. Notation being as above, we have 

where 

-pr+a-<n+nO/2)an'k_l(r)}so(r, O) 

+p-<n+no/2)an,k_l(r+ I)SO'(r, 0) 

+pr-<n+no/2){an,k_l(r)-an,k_tCr+ 1)}so"(r, 0). 

Proof Put 
00 

P,P(T)=L, (_I)IB;(l)T1. 
I~O 

From Lemma 6, we have 

2n+2 
= L, (_I)k+lp-k(n+no/2) L, an+l,k(r) 

(3.14) k~O 
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X {o(l~k)p2n+nOso(r-l, l-k+ 1)+o(l~k)prSO(r, l-k) 

+o(l~k)so(r-l, l-k-l)+o(l>k)pr-I(pa-l)so(r-l, l-k) 

+o(l>k)pr-2(pn-r+2_1)(pn-r+l+nO+ pa)so(r_ 2, l-k) 

+o(l=k)so'(r-2, 0)-o(l=k)pr- 2so"(r-2, 0) 

+o(l=k)pr-V'(r-l, 0)-o(l=k)pr-1so(r-l, O)}, 
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where the symbol 0«*» means 1 or 0 according as the condition (*) is 
satisfied or not. We write the right hand side of (3.14) as 

L: ul,m(r)cp(r, m)+ L: ui(r)cp'(r,O)+ L: ui'(r)cp"(r, O) 
O"mO:;;;l 0.:>; r:S;;; n-l OO>;;r:S;;;n 
O:S;;;r:>;;;n 

From (iii) of Lemma 4, we have ul,m(r)=O if m;:;' 1, and 

ul,o(r) =p- (n +no/2)(1-1){an+l, l+l(r+ 1)-pr-(n+no/2l(pn-r -1) 

X (pn-r-I+no+ pa)an+l, l(r+ 2)-pr+a - (n+n o/2)an+l, l(r+ I)} 

=p-(n+no/2)l{an, l(r)-pr-(n+no/2)(pn-r _I)(pn-r-I+no+ pa) 

X an, l_lr+ 1) - pr+a -(n+no/2)an, l-l(r)}. 

Here we used the inductive property (ii) in Lemma 4. The values of ui(r) 
and ui'(r) are easily seen, and our assertion is verified. Q.E.D. 

3-3. Changing a Zp basis of L n , we may assume that 

(3.15) S ( -, In') -, (N(~)S ) n= So ,So= S~ , 
In' 

where s is a unit of Zp, S~ is an anisotropic symmetric matrix of size n~ 
(n~=no+ 1 or no-I) and n' is the Qp-rank of H(~). We fix such a reali
zation, and put 

( In') S~,= S~ . 

In' 
We:define G~" K~" T~,(1), e~r;), e~~) or P~,(T) in the same way as Gn , K n , 

Tn(I), c~r>, c~r) or Pn(T), respectively. 

Lemma 7. 

Proof Take any element g in Tn(1) such that g-I~ E in. We shall 
prove that g E T~,(l)Kn' From the Iwasawa decomposition (2.6) we may 
assume that 
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where a:.. GLn,(Qp), b e SO(S~), Z e Mno'+I,n'(Qp), Xz= -In,tZs~, Yz = 
-'!In,tZS~Z and Ye Mn,(Qp) satisfying In,Y+tYJn,=O. Let us show 

that if b-I~ e Ln> then b is in Mno'+I(Zp)' Put b=(f ~), where a e Qp, 

f3 e M1,niQp), r e MnO',I(Qp) and 0 e Mn..{Qp). We know 

(3.16) (N(~)S )=(N(~)S«+S~[r] N(~)saf3+trs~o ) 
S~ N(~)s t f3a+ toS~r N(~)s t f3f3+ toS~o . 

Since b-I(N(~tl) - (a/N(~») e S'-lzno'+l we obtain '" e Z and f3 e o - SS~-l t f3 0 p , .... p 

M1,n..(Z), Comparing (1,1) block of (3.16) we have S~[r] e 2Zp (here we 
have used the fact that N(~) e 2Zp). Since S~ is anisotropic, we have 
r e MnO',I(Zp), Similarly by comparing (2,2) block of (3.16), we know 
that 0 e MniZp), and b is in Mno'+l(Zp)' Thus we may assume that b= 1. 

Put Z=(~:), where Zl e M1,n,(Qp) and Z2 e MnO',n,(Qp)' Since g-l~ e Ln, 

we know that ZI e M1,n'(Zp), and we may assume thatzl=O. Then g 
belongs to G~. n Tn(1), the above statement has been checked. Q.E.D. 

We denote by .!l'~. the Heeke algebra determined by the pair (G~., K~,). 
Hereafter we suppose that ({J e W;+l,. is a simultaneous eigen function of 
.!l'~., and denote by q~ the homomorphism of .!l'~. to C determined by ({J: 

(3.17) 

Lemma 8. 

(i) ({J(r, O)=q~(e~p)({J(1), 

(ii) ({J'(r, O)=pn'C'q~(e~p)({J(1), 

(iii) ({J"(r, O)=C"q~(e~p)({J(1), 

where C' = 4=. x(s~((N~)-I), z)), and 
,ep-lz;O +l/Z~O +1 

C" = i
S
O'[;P-1

Z P X(Sn(~' (~))). 
i~~[~:i~1f~fzp 0 

Proof. Lemma 7 assures that we can take a set of representatives 
of e~":)/K~. as that of {g e c~T)lg-l~ e Ln}/Kn. Thus we have 

((
1 

qJ(r,O)= L: ({J 
gElhr,)/K~, 

g 

We shall prove (ii). From the definition (3.9), we get 
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<p'(r, 0)= 

T. Sugano 

gEe1~) /Knl 
Xep-lLn/Ln 
gXep-lLn 
~Sn[XJep-lZp 

={ L; X(Sn(~' X))}<p(r, 0). 
XEp-lLn/L n 
eh~)XEp-lLn 

~Sn[XJep-lZp 

It is easy to see that the coefficient of <per, 0) coincides to pn' C'. (iii) is 
proved quite similarly. Q.E.D. 

Let a' denote the dimension of the vector space {z E FIZ~o'lts~[X] E 

FIZp}/Z~o' over Zp/pZp (i.e., a'=a(S~). 

Lemma 9. 

(i) e or a-I if n~=no-I, 
a'= 

a ifn~=no+ 1, 

(ii) c,,={~a ifa'=a, 

if a' =a-I, 

r if a' =a and n~=no-l, 

(iii) C'= ;pno if a' = a and n~ = no + 1, 

if a'=a-l. 

This lemma is easily checked by using the complete list of So in 
[3, Satz 9.7]. 

Proposition 2. Let <p be an element of W;+l,.. Assume that <p is an 
eigen function of £,~, and £'n+l, and denote by a~ and ap the homomor
phisms defined by (3.17) and (3.11), respectively. Then the following 
identity holds. 

P(T)-Q(T)F(T)-P'( T .a') (1) 
p - p p - n' pn+ cno+l)/2' p <p 

{
I ifn'=n and a'=a, 

X (l+pa-cn+nO)T) ifn'=n and a'=a-l, 

(l_p-cn+no)T)(I +pa-cn+no)T) if n' =n-I and a' =a, 

where P~,(T; a~) denotes the image of P~,(T) by a~. 

Proof Suppose that n' =n and a' =a. We can write P~(T) in the 
form 
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By induction on n, we shall prove 

(3.18) B""lr)=p-k/2bn,k(r)0';(e~r»cp(I). (O~k~2n, O~r~n) 

From the above two lemmata, we know 

B"" k(r) = {an,k(r) - (pn-r-l+no/2 - p-1+no/2)an, k_l(r+ 1)}O'~(ei;»cp(I). 

Clearly (3.18) holds for n = 0; so we assume that (3.18) holds for n. If 
r~ I, then 

(3.19) an+I,k(r)_pno/2(pn-r -p-I)an+I,k_l(r+ 1)_p-k/2bn+I,k(r) 

(O~k~2n+2) 

is equal to 

from (ii) of Lemma 4, and it vanishes by the induction assumption. Let 
r be O. Then (3.19) is equal to 

an,k(O)+an,k_2(O)-p-(n+no/2)(pa -1)an,k_I(O) 

- p-(n+no/2)(pn_I)(pn-l+no+pa)an,k_tCl) - (1-p-I-n)an,k_2(O) 

- p- k/2{bn,r.{O)+bn,k_2(O)-p-(n+(no-I)/2)(pa -1)bn,k_I(O) 

_ p- ('11 + (no-I)/2)(pn _I)(pn-I+no-I + pa)bn,k_l(1 )}. 

Using the induction assumption and the fact 

pl-(n +nO/2)(pn -I_I) (pn-I+no-I + pa)an, k-2(2) 

=an,k-I(I)+an,k-aCI)-pl-(n+no/2)(pa -1)an,k_2(1) 

_ pl- ('11 +no/2)an,k_2(O), 

we know that (3.19) is O. 
cases follow similarly. 

§ 4. Main Theorem 

Hence our assertion is proved. The other 
Q.E.D. 

4-1. In this section we shall state our main theorem and its proof. 
We use the same notations as in Section 1. For each prime p, we denote
by ;/f p the Hecke algebra Y(Q; Z~+2). Let;/f p act on 6 k(Kj ) by 
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Note that 

(4.2) (F1*1>, F2>=(Fh F2*~> (Fh F2 E ~k(K,), 1> E .Yf'p), 

where 1>(g)=1>(g-l) (- denotes the complex conjugation). Thus, if .Yf' p 
is commutative, then each element of .Yf'p acts on ~lK,) as a normal 
operator with respect to the Petersson inner product ( ,>. 

We denote by fjJl the set of all primes p such· that Lp is not maximal 
Zp-integral with respect to Q. Since. Q E GLq(Zp) for almost all p, #fjJl 
is finite. We note that if p ~ fjJl then dFp is commutative. Hereafter we 
assume that F E ~k(K,) is a simultaneous eigen function of all .Yf' p such 
that p ~ fjJl. We denote by GF,p the homomorphism from .Yf' p to C 
determined by F: 

(4.3) 

For any finite set fjJ containing fjJh and for SEC, we define the L
function L",(F; s) by 

(4.4) 

where LiQ; G F, p; 5) is defined in (2.22). Since every coefficient of 
LiQ; GF,p; S)-I inp-' is bounded by pAF, where AF is a positive constant 
not depending on p, the product in (4.4) converges absolutely in some 
right half plane. 

We fix g, E Gl, and ~ E Va such that Flg,; ~)~O. Denote by.Yf'~ 
the Hecke algebra 2(Q(2); L(g,) n V(2». It acts on -r(g,; ~) by the convo
lution, and has a property similar to (4.2). Let N(~) be the minimal 
(positive) integer such that NW~ is in L. Assume that ~ is a primitive 
element of Lp; then Lp=(V(I) nL)pEB(V(2) nL)p if and only if N(~)Q[~] 
E Z;. Denote by fjJ(g,; ~) the minimal set such that if p does not belong 

to fjJ(g,; ~), then 

(4.5) 
{

i) p ~ fjJh 

ii) ~ is a primitive element in Lp , 

iii) N(e=)Q[~] E Z;, 
iv) the p-part of g, is in Kp. 

Clearly the number of elements of fjJ(g,; e) is finite, and if p ~ fjJ(g,; e=) 
then .Yf'~ is commutative. When an element f of -r(g,;~) is an eigen 
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function for such £;, we denote by (J f,p the homomorphism from £; to 
C determined by f: 

(4.6) 

F or any finite set !Y of primes containing !Y(g f; .;:) and SEC, we define 
Lif; s) by 

(4.7) 

Now we state our main result. 

Theorem 1. Let F be an element oj6k(Kf), and assume that it is a 
simultaneous eigenfunction of £p("p ~ !Y1). Fix a gf E Gl f and a';: E VQ, 
andput!Y2 =!Y(gf;';:). Take an elementfof"f/"(gf;';:)' which is a simul
taneous eigenfunction of all £; ("p ~ !Y2)' Take a finite settY of primes 
containing !Y2' Then the following Euler product expansion holds in some 
right half plane. 

t p.(';:)-l i::; a(uigj ; m';:) f(ui) m-(s+k-q/2) 
m=l i=l e(';:)i (m,p)=l 

for VpE9' 

(4.8) 
= {p.(';:)-l tt a(uig j ; .;:) ~~~)~ }L",(F; s)L",(J; S+~)-l 

{
IT (1+r,+op-l/2) ifq is odd, 
P~'" 

X op",o~ 

IT (l-rS)(l+rs+op) IT (1+r'-l+op) ifq is even. 
p~'" P~'" 

ap~a; 

Here a( ; ) is defined in (1.11), {Ul> .. " Uk} is a complete set of representa
tives of H(';:)Q\H(';:)A/H(';:)ooM(gf; ';:)f such that Ui,oo = 1 (1 ~i ~h), e(';:)i = 
MH(';:)QnM(Uigj; ';:)j}, and p.(';:)=L:~=le(';:)il. For p ~!Y2 we put op= 
o(Q; Z~+2) and o;=O(Q(2); (V(2) n L)p). 

Remark. ( i ) If f is an eigen function of £';, then 1 is also an 
eigen function of £;. 

(ii) op=o;=O for almost all p. 
(iii) Note that 

cpi,e(gj) = p.(';:)-l tt a(uigf ; .;) ~~~~ e[Q(';, ~o)]· 

Therefore the identity (4.8) is not trivial for a suitable choice of gj' .;: and 
f (Lemma 1). 
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This theorem is reduced to some local problems. Let p be a prime 
not belonging to f!jJ, and put 

W(gf; ~)~={~; M(gf; ~)p\Gp/Kp~CI 

~(r xg)=X(Q(~, X»~(g) vX E Vp}. 
(4.9) 

Note that as a function on Gp , ~~,. belongs to W(gf; ~)~. Since p is not 
in f!jJ2' this space is nothing but the space W'::p+l,. (np is the Witt index of 
Q over Qp), so we can use the results in Section 3. 

4-2. Now we are going to prove Theorem 1. Let c(t) denote the 
characteristic function of R X X IlPE9' Z; X Il~~9' Q; in Q;i, where Il' 
means the usual restricted product. In two manners we calculate 

(4.10) 

where dXt= Il dXtv is a Haar measure of Q;i. First, this integral is 
equal to 

f 2: C(mt)~~,m.((t 1 )gf)ltl~-qI2dXt 
QX\Q;i mEQX . t-I 

=foo 2: {p.(~)-I ±a(u,gf; m~) feu,) tS+k-q/2e[mtQ(~, ~o)]}dXt. 
o mEQx ,=1 e(~)i 

meZ; (Vpe9') 

Since ~ is primitive in Lp for p $ f!jJ, a(uigf ; m';)=O unless mE Zp' 
Hence (4.10) is equal to . 

(4.11) 

where we have put 21t'.f=1Q(~,~o)= -A (A>O), On the other hand, 
if p $ f!jJ 2, the function 

where g is a fixed element of GAo whose p-part is 1, belongs to W'::p+I,. (np 
is the Witt index of Q over Qp). Note that 

if>*~=(11,i~)~ (if> E ~;) 

~*if>=(1F'P(if»~ (if> E .?I'tp). 

(4.12) 
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From Proposition 2, we have 

= cp~,«g/)P'l'(r(S - Q/2)QcpCr (s - Q/2)-1 

=cp~,<(g')Lp(Q; CTF,p; s)LiQ(2); CT"p; S+1)-1 

(1 if q is odd and o;=op, 
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X J(1+rs+ 8p-1/2) if q is odd and o;=op-l, 

jCl-p-S)Cl+p-s+8p) if q is even and o;=op, 

l(1-p-S)(1 +rs+8p)Cl +r B-1 +8 p ) if q is even and o;=op-l. 

Therefore (4.10) is equal to 

T(s+k-qJ2) lI(e)-1 ~ a(u g . I!:) f(u.) L (F's)L (f-" s+ 1)-1 
AS+/r,-q/2 rIO L.J • " .. (I!:) Ii" Ii" 2" .=1 e .. • 

(4.13) if q is odd, 

if q is even. 

Comparing (4.11) with (4.13), we obtain our theorem, Q.E.D. 

§ 5. Some related problems 

5-1. In this subsection, we prove Proposition 3, which asserts that 
in Theorem 1 if we can take a constant function as f, then F must be a 
kind of old form. We use the same notations as in Theorem l. For each 
prime p, we denote by np the Qp-rank of G* (thus the Qp-rank of G is 
np+ 1), and we put no,p=q-2np' Let &13 be a fuiite set of primes including 
&12=&1(g,;~) and satisfies the condition: if p ~ &13 then Q e GLq(Zp). 
Therefore if p is not in &13, then 0~no,p~2 and op=O. 

Proposition 3. Notations being as above, and we assume that 

(5.1) 

Let p be a prime not belonging to &18 and assume that np;?;2. Then between 
CTF'P(C~~+l) (0 ~r ~np+ 1), the following (np-l) relations hold: 

(5.2) CT (c(r) 'I.=A(r)CT . (C(2) )-B(r)CT (c(l) )+C(T)CT (c(O) \ 
F,p np+lJ p F,p np+l p F,p np+l p F,p "p+1) 

(3~r~np+l), 
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Here 

Proof We fixp (p!fo ( 3), and abbreviate np to n. We assume that 
no,p= 1, since the other cases are proved quite similarly. We use the same 
notations as in Section 3. To prove this assertion, it is sufficient to show 
that if fjJ e W~+l,e is left H(~)-invariant and fjJ(1)=\=O, then the relation (5.2) 
holds: We may assume that 

First we reformulate Lemma 5 in a more precise form. Put for I, m~ 0, 

and 

Then we have 

(5.3) U supp fjJC U NH(~)gm,!Kn+to 
~ew~+1,e .!~g 

where N = {r x I X e Vn }. Indeed, from Lemma 5 it remains to prove that 
for each b e Gn , 

(5.4) 

where m=mb., We put b-l~=p-m~', where ~' is a primitive element of 
In. Then there exists a k in Kn such that 
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k~'=(~)' 

If we put bk-1h;;/=u, then u belongs to H(~), and (SA) is proved. It is 
easily seen that the right hand side of (5.3) is a disjoint union. Now, we 
prove our proposition by using Lemma 6. Since cp( E Wnx+1,e) is left H(~) 
invariant, each term appearing in the right hand side in Lemma 6 is 
written in terms of cp(gm',l')' For 1 <r <n+ 1, we have 

(5.5) aF,p(c~'21)cp(I)=p2n+lcp(r-I, I)+pTcp(r, 0) 

+cp'(r-2, 0)_pT-2cp(r_2, 0). 

From Lemma 7, Lemma 8, and Lemma 9, we know that 

cp'(j, 0)= #(e~q) / K~,)pn' C' cp(I), 

and 

where n' is the Qp-rank of H(~) and C' is given in Lemma 9. Therefore 
the right hand side of (5.5) is written as a linear combination of cp(1), 
CP(gO,I) and (gl,O), and their coefficients are easily calculated by (2.18). 
Cancelling CP(gO,I) and CP(gl,O) by using (5.5) for r= 1 and r=2, we obtain 
our assertion. Q.E.D. 

5-2. In a special case we give an integral representation of Rankin
Selberg type of the Dirichlet series in Theorem 1. We put 

(N 0) (N-l) Q= 0 T and ~= 0 ' 

where N is a positive even integer and T is an even integral symmetric 
negative definite matrix of degree q-I, and assume that for each prime 
p, Z~ is a maximal Zp-integrallattice with respect to Q. Furthermore for 
the sake of simplicity, we assume that .::to=.f=1~ (.::to is the origin of :?J). 
Note that in this case, :?J2=:?J(I; ~)=ifJ. We denote by Gil the special 

orthogonal group of C T 1), regarded as a subgroup of G. We define 

a maximal parabolic subgroup B" of Gil by 
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(5.6) 

For any prime p, 

K'; = G'; n SLq+1(Zp) 

is a maximal compact subgroup of G'; and G'; has the Iwasawa decompo
sition G'; = B'; K'; . We put 

where K= is the stabilizer subgroup of :Yo in G~. Then we have G':, = 
B':,K':,. We put K" = n v K':, For any g E G'I, we put 

g= (t~) u(g) : )k(g), 
o 0 t(g)-l 

where t(g) E Q~, u(g) E H(e)A =SO(T)A and keg) E K". 
Let F[resp.f] be an element of 6 k(Kf) [resp. rei; e)], and assume 

that F [resp. f] is a simultaneous eigen function of yt> p [resp. yt>~] for all p. 

Theorem 2. Let the assumptions be as above. Then 

{p.W- 1 ± a(u i ; e) f(Ui) } x (~)-(S+Jc-q/2) 
t~l emi N 

(5.7) xT(s+k-q/2) X LP(F; s)xLi!; S+t)-l 

{ n (1+p-S+a p -l/2) 

X ap.,ap' 

n (l_p-S)(l+p-s+a p) n (1+p-S-l+a p) 

if q is odd, 

if q is even, 
8p ::.r8 p' 

has the following integral representation in some right half plane: 

(5.8) J F(g)E(g, s-I/2:J)dg. 
GQ\G1 

Here E(g, s;J)= .L:TeBQ\GQlt(rg)I~+(q-l)/'l'(u(rg)), and the other notations 
are the same as in Theorem 1. 

Proof We start from (4.10). Put 

(5.9) 
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As we have already seen in 4-2, it is enough to prove that ([Jt,.(s) has the 
integral representation (5.8). The right hand side of (5.9) is equal to 

We can easily see that 

Therefore we have 

(5.10) 

Since G'1 = B'1 K", taking a suitable right G'1 invariant measure on Ba\ G'1, 
the right hand side of (5.10) is equal to 

La\G1 F(g) I t(g) 1~-1+ q/2 f( u(g) )dg 

= J F(g){ L: I t(rg) 1~-1+q/2 f(u(rg»}dg. 
GQ\G1 reBQ\GQ 

So our theorem has been proved. Q.E.D. 
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